Experience Kensington’s Professional Video Conferencing Solution

The Key to Getting More Work Done
Spend more time presenting and less time troubleshooting with the complete Kensington Professional Video Conferencing experience.

1. W2050 Pro 1080p Auto Focus Webcam
   The W2050 elevates today’s video conferencing applications with 1080p video, automatic video enhancements, and stereo sound. The wide 93° diagonal field of view provides the flexibility for single or multi-user presentations.
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2. W2000 1080p Auto Focus Webcam
   Kensington’s W2000 1080p Auto Focus Webcam delivers high quality video, omnidirectional sound, a narrow field of view to showcase you, and a cohesive software and accessory experience.
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3. L1000 Bicolor Ring Light with Webcam Mount
   The L1000 is an affordable, feature-rich lighting solution for quickly improving the way you look on video conference calls.
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In a world where life is caught on camera, Kensington knows the right video conferencing accessories help you look and sound better.

Used in combination with webcams and lighting, professional stands deliver the right angles, adjustable positioning, and maximum stability—for the ultimate video conferencing experience.

Kensington Konnect™: The Key to Enhancing Productivity

Our unified software experience simplifies your connections, so you will spend more time presenting and less time troubleshooting. When different products feel familiar, effortlessly work together, and can be personalized with the click of a button, more work gets done. View all the ways Kensington Konnect™ empowers your video conferencing experience.

**MOUNTING OPTIONS**

**A1000 Telescoping C-Clamp**
The A1000 is a professional desktop mount—perfect for keeping your VC setup stable, organized, and productive.
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**A1010 Telescoping Desk Stand**
The A1010 is a multipurpose desktop stand—to support a productive and tidy workspace.
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**A1020 Boom Arm**
The A1020 is a versatile mount—accommodating a variety of desks, camera angles, and lighting needs.
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**Contact**
If you have any questions or need extra help, please visit us online at kensington.com